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After moving to a new neighborhood, Marleen fights
those who don't appreciate her by setting herself up
as a "ruler of hideous forces" but soon wonders if
revenge is what she really wants.
As addictive as THE SILENT PATIENT, as gripping
as THE GIRL BEFORE. One wrong click can ruin
your life... Lizzie hasn't thought about her colleague
Becca in years - not since the accident. Then
Becca's ex-boyfriend turns up on Tinder, and Lizzie's
curiosity is sparked. It looks like Becca hasn't
changed. She's still all over social media:
#perfectlife, #perfectjob, #blessed. Lizzie can't resist
a dig. But she sends her mean comment to Becca by
mistake... She's about to find out you can't always
believe what you see online. And that with friends
like Becca, you don't need enemies... A gripping
read with a twist you won't see coming - the perfect
thriller for the digital age. Readers love FRIENDS
LIKE THESE 'FABULOUS. Best psychological thriller
I've read.' 'Absolutely loved every second of it and
didn't want it to end.' 'Can't wait for her next book.
Just blown away.' 'This was the best book I have
read all year. Absolutely amazing. It kept me up ALL
night because I just couldn't put it down.' 'More than
a 5 star, completely original, scary, tense, thrilling,
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and chilling. Loved, loved, loved, loved.'
High school freshman Jessica Walsh is a Virago—a
woman warrior who must protect her hometown from
danger. And in Nightshade, California, trouble is
always lurking. At the town’s Battle of the Bands,
Jess’s boyfriend, Dominic, and his band, Side
Effects May Vary, are up against Hamlin, a band so
popular, their fans follow them everywhere. Soon,
the competing musicians are doing risky, illegal, and
even fatal things—and claiming that they heard
strange music that compelled them to do it. Can
Jess and her friends track down the tuneful tyrant
before it’s too late?
When Lila and Alex sneak off for a romantic
weekend away, Lila's hoping she'll finally have a
chance to work on Alex's resolve. But just as things
start heating up news reaches them of a serial killer
at loose on the island and it isn't long before their
intimate weekend away is interrupted. A mind
reader, a projector, a protective older brother and a
serial killer. Which one is going to find Lila first? --Set 8 weeks after the end of Losing Lila, this story
will delight fans of Hunting Lila while introducing
them to the characters and stunning location from
Sarah's next book The Sound(published August 1st,
2013).
Describes the history, politics, economic situation,
and social life of Guatemala and assesses its role in
the present instability of Central America.
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Alex and Lila are on the run, desperately trying to
stay one step ahead of the Unit, which is somehow
tracking their every move. WhileAlex is determined
to keep Lila safe and her ability secret at any cost,
Lila's only thought isoffinding a way back to
California so she can rescue her brother and mother
from the military base where they're being held.
Struggling to control both her growing power and her
deepening feelings for Alex, Lila decides the time
has finally come to stop running and start fighting.
Together with Alex, Demos, and the others she's
come to think of as family, Lila plans not onlyto save
her brother and mum, but also to completely destroy
the Unit and everything it stands for. But the plan
requires Lila to return to Californiaalone, andto make
friends with the enemy - and in doing so,
sheriskslosing everything:Alex, her family… even her
life.
Ella is nearing thirty, and not yet living the life she
imagined. Her artistic ambitions as a student have
given way to an unintended career as a care worker.
One spring, Bryn - a retired carpenter - hires her to
help him care for Jill, his wife of many years. A car
accident caused a brain injury that has left Jill
verbally diminished; she moves about the house like
a ghost of her former self. As Ella is drawn ever
deeper into the couple's household, she is
profoundly moved by the tenderness Bryn shows
toward the wife he still fiercely loves. Ella is startled
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by the yearning this awakens in her, one that
complicates her feelings for her girlfriend, Alix, and
causes her to look at relationships of all kinds between partners, between employer and employee,
and above all between men and women - in new
ways. Tightly woven, humane and insightful, tracing
the most intimate reaches of a young woman's heart
and mind, Say Say Say is a riveting story about what
it means to love, in a world where time is always
running out.
With sly sophistication and ebullient charm, Lila
Azam Zanganeh shares the intoxication of delirious
joy to be found in reading - in particular, in reading
the masterpieces of 'the great writer of happiness'
Vladimir Nabokov. Plunging into the enchanted and
luminous worlds of Speak, Memory; Ada, or Ardor;
and the infamous Lolita, Zanganeh seeks out the
Nabokovian experience of time, memory, sexual
passion, nature, loss, love in all its forms, language
in all its allusions. She explores his geography - his
Russian childhood, his European sojourns, the
landscapes of 'his' America - suffers encounters with
his beloved 'nature' hallucinates an interview with the
master, and seeks the 'crunch of happiness' in his
singular vocabulary. This rhapsodic and beautifully
illuminated book will both reignite the passion of
experienced lovers of Nabokov's work, and lure the
innocent reader to a well of delights.
A Reese Witherspoon x Hello Sunshine Book Club
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YA Pick “A Cuban Girl’s Guide to Tea and
Tomorrow is an absolute delight. Cozier than a handknit gray cardigan and richer than Abuela’s pastelito
recipe, Namey takes you from Miami to Winchester,
and leaves your heart belonging to both.” —Rachael
Lippincott, #1 New York Times bestselling author of
Five Feet Apart Love & Gelato meets Don’t Date
Rosa Santos in this charming, heartfelt story
following a Miami girl who unexpectedly finds
love—and herself—in a small English town. For Lila
Reyes, a summer in England was never part of the
plan. The plan was 1) take over her abuela’s role as
head baker at their panadería, 2) move in with her
best friend after graduation, and 3) live happily ever
after with her boyfriend. But then the Trifecta
happened, and everything—including Lila herself—fell
apart. Worried about Lila’s mental health, her
parents make a new plan for her: Spend three
months with family friends in Winchester, England, to
relax and reset. But with the lack of sun, a grumpy
inn cook, and a small town lacking Miami flavor (both
in food and otherwise), what would be a dream trip
for some feels more like a nightmare to Lila…until she
meets Orion Maxwell. A teashop clerk with troubles
of his own, Orion is determined to help Lila out of her
funk, and appoints himself as her personal tour
guide. From Winchester’s drama-filled music scene
to the sweeping English countryside, it isn’t long
before Lila is not only charmed by Orion, but
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England itself. Soon a new future is beginning to
form in Lila’s mind—one that would mean leaving
everything she ever planned behind.
A woman finds herself in a race not only for justice but for her
life in this "riveting, hold-your-breath" new mystery from the
bestselling author of The Life We Bury (Karin Slaughter, New
York Times bestselling author of The Silent Wife). Lila Nash is
on the verge of landing her dream job—working as a
prosecutor under the Hennepin County Attorney—and has
settled into a happy life with her boyfriend, Joe Talbert. But
when a woman is pulled from the Mississippi River, barely
alive, things in the office take a personal turn. The police
believe the woman’s assailant is local photographer Gavin
Spenser, but the case quickly flounders as the evidence
wears thin. It seems Gavin saw this investigation coming—and
no one can imagine how carefully he has prepared. The more
determined Lila is to put Gavin behind bars, the more elusive
justice becomes. Battling a vindictive new boss and haunted
by the ghosts of her own unspeakable attack, which she’s
kept a dark secret for eight long years, Lila knows the clock is
ticking down. In a race against an evil mastermind, it will take
everything Lila’s got to outsmart a killer—and to escape the
dark hold of her own past. “In The Stolen Hours, there’s not
a moment misplaced or a second lost. With the precision of a
watchmaker, Eskens assembles the fine parts of a mystery
and sets them to the tempo of a thriller, leaving the reader
breathless.” —Craig Johnson, author of the Walt Longmire
Mysteries
Introduces the geography, history, economy, cultures, and
people of France.
The words "For Lila, forever" adorned the front of the
envelope in blue ink, the handwriting all too familiar. But it
didn't matter what it said. I didn't have the heart to open it.We
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couldn't be together. Not after everything ...Leaving Rose
Crossing, Maine was one of the most painful moments of my
life-or at least it was until the day I came face-to-face with
Thayer Ainsworth again. After a decade of searching, he's
found me, and he wants to know why I quit my housemaid job
and left his family's island estate without so much as a
goodbye. But I'm bound by a devastating secret much bigger
than the two of us, and telling him the truth has
consequences.Looking into the eyes of the only man I've ever
loved, I tell him the only thing I'm allowed to: never contact
me again. And when he's gone, I sit down and finally open his
letter. Only it isn't a letter at all. And it changes everything.
What happens when you discover you aren't who you thought
you were? When the person you love is the person who must
betray you. If fate is already determined - can you fight it?
Lucas Gray is half Shadow Warrior, half human, and a
member of the Brotherhood - a group of assassins tasked
with killing the last purebred Hunter on Earth before she can
fulfil a dangerous prophecy. The Hunter's name is Evie
Tremain. Evie Tremain is seventeen-years-old, a waitress
and has just discovered she is the last in a long line of demon
slayers - and an unwilling participant in a war between
Hunters and unhumans that has raged for the last thousand
years.
'I don't care what else you've seen in the bookstore today.
Read this one' - Kevin Hearne 'I enjoyed the hell out of it' Patrick Rothfuss Nettie Lonesome lives in a land of hard
people and hard ground dusted with sand. She's a half-breed
who dresses like a boy, raised by folks who don't call her a
slave but use her like one. She knows of nothing else. That
is, until the day a stranger attacks her. When nothing, not
even a sickle to the eye can stop him, Nettie stabs him
through the heart with a chunk of wood and he turns to black
sand. And just like that, Nettie can see. But her newfound
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sight is a blessing and a curse. Even if she doesn't
understand what's under her own skin, she can sense what
everyone else is hiding - at least physically. The world is full
of evil, and now she knows the source of all the sand in the
desert. Haunted by the spirits, Nettie has no choice but to set
out on a quest that might lead her to find her true kin . . . if the
monsters along the way don't kill her first A rich, dark fantasy
of destiny, death and the supernatural world hiding beneath
the surface.
In this reflection on the pandav lila (a ritual reenactment of
scenes from the Mahabharata), Sax opens a window on a
fascinating (and threatened) aspect of rural Indian life and
example of Hindusim as a living religion.
Seven years after a horrible event that caused Jake
McCallister to move away and Emerson Lowe to lose
credibility, the former best friends reunite on Bainbridge
Island, but the future of their romance depends on their ability
to confront the past.
'High on emotion, action, romance and danger, Conspiracy
Girlgrips like a vice... and steals your heart!' Lancashire
Evening Post 'I was honestly hooked the moment I started
reading' Slanted Bookshelf 'Absolutely read it and fall in love
with Finn.' The Overflowing Library 'Sarah Alderson is
undoubtedly the queen of sexy YA thrillers' So Little Time for
Books Everybody knows about the Cooper Killings. There
was only one survivor - fifteen year-old Nic Preston. Now
eighteen, Nic is trying hard to rebuild her life. But then one
night her high-security apartment is broken into. It seems the
killers are back to finish the job. Finn Carter - hacker, rule
breaker, player - is the last person Nic ever wants to see
again. He's the reason her mother's murderers walked free.
But as the people hunting her close in, Nic has to accept that
her best chance of staying alive is by staying close to Finn.
And the closer they get to the truth, and to each other, the
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greater the danger becomes.
Originally published: London: Pan Books, 2014.
Debut author Darby Kane thrills with this twisty domestic
suspense novel that asks one central question: shouldn’t a
dead husband stay dead? Lila Ridgefield lives in an idyllic
college town, but not everything is what it seems. Lila isn’t
what she seems. A student vanished months ago. Now,
Lila’s husband, Aaron, is also missing. At first these cases
are treated as horrible coincidences until it’s discovered the
student is really the third of three unexplained
disappearances over the last few years. The police are
desperate to find the connection, if there even is one. Little do
they know they might be stumbling over only part of the
truth…. With the small town in an uproar, everyone is worried
about the whereabouts of their beloved high school teacher.
Everyone except Lila, his wife. She’s definitely confused
about her missing husband but only because she was the last
person to see his body, and now it’s gone.
'Spectacular' Lee Child 'One of the very best crime writers we
have' Mark Billingham Sometimes helping a stranger is the
last thing you should do . . . The Cornish village of St Petroc
is the sort of place where people come to hide. Tom
Killgannon is one such person. An ex-undercover cop, Tom is
in the Witness Protection Programme hiding from some very
violent people and St Petroc's offers him a chance to live a
safe and quiet life. Until he meets Lila. Lila is a seventeenyear-old runaway. When she breaks into Tom's house she
takes more than just his money. His wallet holds everything
about his new identity. He also knows that Lila is in danger
from the travellers' commune she's been living at. Something
sinister has been going on there and Lila knows more than
she realises. But to find her he risks not only giving away his
location to the gangs he's in hiding from, but also becoming a
target for whoever is hunting Lila. Praise for The Old Religion:
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'A raw, deftly-plotted thriller with a dark heart and a real
emotional punch' SIMON KERNICK 'A guaranteed thrill-ride'
SARAH PINBOROUGH 'Superbly written, creepy as hell, and
chilling to the bone. I can't recommend it highly enough!'
LUCA VESTE 'Thrillingly atmospheric and unnervingly
relevant' CHRISTOPHER BROOKMYRE 'Martyn Waites at
his dark and chilling best' EVA DOLAN 'Tom Killgannon is
one of the best new characters in modern fiction' STEVE
CAVANAGH 'A superbly atmospheric book full of menace
and secrets' TOM WOOD
Two friends go on holiday. Only one comes back. If you loved
The Holiday, get ready for your new obsession...
"Originally published in Great Britain in 2015 by Macmillan
Publishers International Limited as 'This is one
moment'"--Title page verso.
'A highly addictive read that will have readers everywhere on
the edge of their seats' Romantic fiction reviewer, Fiction
Fascination: 'Super sexy, serious and mysterious all in one total must-read' YA Fiction reviewer 'Beautiful and sensual
with frissons of sexual tension and a punchy and serious
storyline' Amazon reviewer. 'Alderson weaves a tale so clever
and full of suspense it's almost magical. The twist and turns
are timed to perfection, and you just won't see them coming.
Both the plot and pacing of Out of Controlare cinematic;
Alderson captures the sights, smells and sounds of NYC
beautifully' Amazon reviewer. From the highly-acclaimed,
award-winning author of Hunting Lilacomes a thrilling
romance with a dark reality at it's heart. When 17-year old
Liva witnesses a brutal murder she's taken into police custody
for her own protection. But when bullets start flying, it
becomes clear that Liva is not just a witness, she's a target.
Together with a car thief called Jay, Liva manages to escape
the massacre - but now the two of them are alone in New
York, trying to outrun two killers who will stop at nothing to
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find them. When you live on the edge, there's a long way to
fall. www.sarahalderson.com @sarahalderson
Thin Sara's family is so unconventional and fat Glenda's so
conventional that the differences put a real strain on the two
girls' friendship.
Hunting LilaSimon and Schuster
Five compelling new short stories based in the world of
HUNTING LILA. Told from the perspectives of Alex, Jack,
Demos, Amber and Suki - fans of this thrilling series now
have a chance to delve into the minds of other characters,
and see what they really think!
Can a lost girl save a found dog? Find out in this
unforgettable story about discovering true friendship, finding
home, and the possibilities of forgiveness. Hadley is angry
about a lot of things: Her mom going to jail. Having to move to
another state to live with her older sister, Beth, even though
they haven't spoken in five years. Leaving her friends and her
school behind. And going blind. But then Hadley meets Lila.
Lila is an abandoned dog who spends her days just quietly
lying around at the local dog rescue where Beth works. She
doesn't listen to directions or play with the other dogs or show
any interest in people. So when Lila comes and sits by
Hadley (which is hardly anything, but it's more than she's
done with others), Beth thinks maybe Hadley can help Lila.
She tells Hadley they'll bring Lila home as a foster dog and
she can teach her to follow commands, walk on a leash, and
be more of a people dog so she's ready to be adopted. Only
working with Lila is harder than Hadley thought, and so is the
mobility training she starts taking to help with her failing
vision. It feels like Lila is too stubborn to train and that
learning to use a cane is impossible. But unless Hadley can
help Lila, she'll never be adopted into a home. If Hadley could
just let go of her anger, she might be able to save Lila... and
herself. New York Times bestselling author Kody Keplinger
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weaves an unforgettable story about discovering true
friendship, finding home, and the possibilities of forgiveness.

A British nanny looking for a low-key summer finds
buried secrets, murderous attention, and unexpected
romance when she visits the Nantucket Sound in this
heart-pounding novel. The Nantucket Sound is a
beachfront playground for the privileged and elite,
where the sunny days are filled with scenic bike
rides, backyard picnics, and bonfire parties. But all
Ren Kingston—a visiting Brit still reeling from
heartbreak—really wants is a quiet summer as a
nanny for one of Nantucket’s wealthy families.
Getting acquainted with handsome Jeremy and his
young group of trust fund, private school kids was
not part of the plan. Neither was befriending the local
bad boy whose reputation is more dangerous than
charming. After a dead body is found next to The
Sound’s postcard-perfect view, Ren starts to wonder
where the real threat lies. Because it’s becoming
clear that her newfound “friends” are much more
than they seem. They’re hiding secrets. Secrets that
Ren wants no part of. But once The Sound has you
in its current, it won’t want to let you go… This
gripping novel “will immediately grab readers
and…will not relinquish its hold until the last page”
(VOYA, starred review).
Desperate to escape a life of marginalization and
misery, Kitty Doe joins the most powerful family in
the country, a choice that requires her to assume the
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identity of the Prime Minister's niece and stop a
rebellion that ended her predecessor's life. Original.
Fate brought them together. Now it's threatening to
tear them apart. As the last in a long line of demon
slayers, Evie's destiny is to end the war that has
raged for centuries between humans and demons.
Lucas, the half-human, half-Shadow Warrior who
was sent to kill her, has betrayed his own
Brotherhood and his family to fight alongside her.
With an army of unhumans on their tail, Evie and
Lucas are forced into an uneasy alliance with a
group of rogue Hunters who offer protection and the
promise of answers. As the past is untangled and
the dark history of the Hunters revealed, Evie
discovers that severing the realms is going to require
a lot more than just fighting. It's going to require a
sacrifice - one that only she can make. ...More than
realms will be severed.
17-year-old Lila has two secrets she's prepared to
take to the grave. The first is that she can move
things just by looking at them. The second is that
she's been in love with her brother's best friend,
Alex, since forever. After a mugging exposes her
unique ability, Lila decides to run to the only people
she can trust - her brother and Alex. They live in
Southern California where they work for a secret
organisation called The Unit, and Lila discovers that
the two of them are hunting down the men who
murdered her mother five years before. And that
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they've found them. In a world where nothing and no
one is quite as they seem, Lila quickly realises that
she is not alone - there are others out there just like
her - people with special powers - and her mother's
killer is one of them… This ebook exclusive contains
both Hunting Lila and Losing Lila books as well as
an additional steamy scene between Lila and Alex.
WARNING: Contains adult content.
Beautiful Redemption is the much-anticipated finale
of the spellbinding love story that began with
Beautiful Creatures - a romance that is bound to
capture the hearts of Twilight fans everywhere. One
night in the rain, Ethan Wate opened his eyes and
fell in love with Lena Duchannes. His life would
never be the same. Ethan always dreamed of
leaving the stifling Southern town of Gatlin. But he
never dreamt that finding love with Lena Duchannes
would drive him away. Lena is a Caster girl whose
supernatural powers unveiled a secretive and cursed
side of Gatlin, so powerful it forced him to make a
terrible sacrifice. Now Ethan must find a way to
return to Lena - and Gatlin - as she vows to do
whatever it takes to get him back. Even if it means
trusting old enemies or risking their loved ones' lives.
Some loves are meant to be. Others are cursed . . .
Can Ethan and Lena rewrite their fate and their
spellbinding love story in this stunning finale to the
Beautiful Creatures series? *Don't miss the Warner
Brothers and Alcon Entertainment blockbuster movie
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of Beautiful Creatures directed by Richard
LaGravenese (P.S. I Love You) and featuring an all
star cast including Emma Thompson, Jeremy Irons,
Viola Davies and hot young Hollywood talent Alice
Englert, Alden Ehrenreich and Emmy Rossum.
Praise for Beautiful Creatures: 'Watch out Twilight
and Hunger Games' - The Guardian 'Move over
Twilight, there's a new supernatural saga in town.' E! About the authors: @kamigarcia is a superstitious
American southerner who can make biscuits by hand
and pies from scratch! She attended George
Washington University and is a teacher and reading
specialist. She lives in Los Angeles, California with
her family. @mstohl has written and designed many
successful video games, which is why her two
beagles are named Zelda and Kirby. She has
degrees from Yale and Stanford Universities in the
US and has also studied in the prestigious creative
writing department at UEA, Norwich. She lives in
Santa Monica, California with her family.
www.beautifulcreaturesthebook.com Also available
in the Beautiful Creatures series: Beautiful
Creatures, Beautiful Darkness and Beautiful Chaos.
*Don't miss the brand new DANGEROUS
CREATURES series, set in the world of Beautiful
Creatures* Exclusive ebook novellas also available:
Dream Dark Dangerous Dream
In the town of Boston, a witch-hunter lurks among
the shadows, but this witch-hunter is like none
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you've ever seen. She is Lila, a 17th century soul
that has been transported into present time and into
the body of a life size, ball jointed doll, created by a
couple of MIT students trying to use technology and
a 3D printer to create the perfect woman. Join in this
super action packed origin story and find out how
DOLLFACE came to be.
THE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER Escape into a
world of magic, adventure and danger, with Marlon
James' astonishing new novel 'Black Leopard, Red
Wolf is the kind of novel I never realized I was
missing until I read it. A dangerous, hallucinatory,
ancient Africa, which becomes a fantasy world as
well-realized as anything Tolkien made, with
language as powerful as Angela Carter's. I cannot
wait for the next installment' Neil Gaiman 'The child
is dead. There is nothing left to know.' Tracker is a
hunter, known throughout the thirteen kingdoms as
one who has a nose - and he always works alone.
But he breaks his own rule when, hired to find a lost
child, he finds himself part of a group of hunters all
searching for the same boy. Each of these
companions is stranger and more dangerous than
the last, from a giant to a witch to a shape-shifting
Leopard, and each has secrets of their own. As the
mismatched gang follow the boy's scent from
perfumed citadels to infested rivers to the enchanted
darklands and beyond, set upon at every turn by
creatures intent on destroying them, Tracker starts to
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wonder: who really is this mysterious boy? Why do
so many people want to stop him being found? And,
most important of all, who is telling the truth and who
is lying? Black Leopard, Red Wolf is the first novel in
Marlon James's Dark Star Trilogy. 'A game-changing
modern fantasy classic' Financial Times 'Complex,
lyrical, moving and furiously gripping... This new
book will propel James into a new galaxy of literary
stardom' Observer
'Last week, I was sitting in seven layers (two of them
thermal) next to a fire, with a blanket wrapped
around me. Now, I am sleeping in kickers and a vest
under a fan. Let the mosquitos bite me. They can
have me ... Can we live here? ... If I don't become
roadkill in the next few days, I'll let you know my
thoughts.' In 2009, Sarah and John Alderson quit
their full-time jobs in London and headed off, with
Alula, their three-year-old daughter, on a global
adventure to find a new home. For eight months,
they travelled through Australia, the US and Asia navigating India with a toddler in a tutu, battling black
magic curses in Indonesia and encountering bears in
North America - asking themselves one defining
question: 'Can We Live Here?' Inspirational, hilarious
and fascinating - this is an unforgettable travel
memoir and a unique guide to quitting your job,
following your dreams and finding your home in a farflung paradise.
17-year-old Lila has two secrets she's prepared to
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take to the grave. The first is that she can move
things just by looking at them. The second is that
she's been in love with her brother's best friend,
Alex, since forever. After a mugging exposes her
unique ability, Lila decides to run to the only people
she can trust - her brother and Alex. They live in
Southern California where they work for a secret
organisation called The Unit, and Lila discovers that
the two of them are hunting down the men who
murdered her mother five years before. And that
they've found them. In a world where nothing and no
one is quite as they seem, Lila quickly realises that
she is not alone - there are others out there just like
her - people with special powers -and her mother's
killer is one of them…
A month of crazy and often upsetting events, including a
hapless fashion show, causes an eleven-year-old to
question her own outlook and role as a girl.
Glenda's resolve to lose weight is complicated by her
mother who won't practice the eating habits she
preaches, conflicts with classmates, and a crush on her
English teacher.
‘WOW! WOW! WOW! What a read!’ NetGalley reviewer
‘The blockbuster of the summer!’ NetGalley reviewer
‘THAT twist. I did not see it coming!’ NetGalley reviewer
An unexpected and searing romance unfolds between a
young recording artist and her ex-Marine bodyguard
trying to outrun his difficult past in this wrenching novel
from the author of Come Back to Me and Run Away with
Me. Luna is one of the most famous singer-songwriters
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in the world. But she’s barely keeping it together.
Demands from her family, friends, and fans have all
become too much. Especially when she starts receiving
threatening messages from a dangerous stalker. That’s
when Will comes into the picture. A Marine who has just
returned from a tour in Afghanistan, Will is unsure what
to do with the next chapter of his life. So when a job
working security comes up, he figures he’d be a perfect
fit. But Will wasn’t expecting a job that thrusts him so
into the limelight—and he definitely wasn't expecing Luna;
a human huricane who’s used to getting whatever she
wants. Once Luna begins to let her guard down and
show her real self to Will, their relationship moves from
professional friendship to something more. As Will
battles his inner demons, and Luna attempts to escape
the realities of fame, they discover a deep connection
that can’t be denied. But Will knows he shouldn’t
compromise himself with a client. It’s too risky. Too
complicated. And yet none of that matters when the
threats against Luna only get worse, leading to an
altercation that could mean both Will and Luna losing the
one thing that means everything to them—each other.
After being separated from her grandfather in the forest,
a young African girl sees elephant poaching firsthand
when she rescues a baby elephant whose mother has
been killed by hunters.
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